
Complaint
e.g. “That receptionist was rude”

Say sorry, even if it’s just to say sorry 
that they are not happy.

Say you want to help.

Aim to answer everything. In most cases, you can say a minimum of “Thanks for letting us know,  we’ve passed your message on to the relevant department.”

Always

Attack 
e.g. “Your organisation is corrupt/wrong”

Query 
e.g. “How was your budget for last year spent?”

Compliment 
e.g. “Wow, the work you’ve done has changed my mum’s life - thanks!”

“Thank you, glad she’s happy! Can we quote you in our news story? Not a 
prob if you’d rather keep it between us :-)”

If you can answer in one post, do it:
“Hi, we spent £xxx on the xxx project which is already 

having an amazing impact”

Or link to the web: “We spent £xxx on this project and loads more 
information on how we work is here:  newsarticle.com/coolstuff”

Most attacks are not ‘trolling’.  People have a right to criticise your brand and ignoring them is not always a wise strategy. 
It’s OK to request someone doesn’t swear (though just ignore it if you can), but you should still deal with the issue they have

 raised - even if it’s unwelcome or awkward. Don’t get offended - there will always be an different points of view.

Chat
e.g. I made an origami swan from your leaflet”

Ask them a relevant question about themselves (not your service or 
product). You’re turning this comment into a chat -this is brand-building: 

it makes your audience relate to you and feel noticed and valuable.

“How did you enjoy that?”
”What was your favourite?”

Enjoy it! This is a rewarding part of the job, and growing relationships is an 
important way to build confidence in your brand.

Try to make the person feel good about themselves. Pay them a 
compliment, share something useful, or just show that you’re listening.  

People aren’t used to brands behaving like nice people, so can often LOVE 
the interaction.

It’s OK to say you don’t know the answer and you’re taking time to find out more

“Just showed this to the whole office - we’re so impressed! Wish we 
could see our logo though! Have you been doing origami for long?”

Ask if you can use their statement 
in promotional material.

“I’m not sure, will check with colleagues and be back to you by the end of 
the day.”

Publicly post the answer. It’s your chance to tell everyone why your 
organisation behaves as it does.

Ask them to DM/inbox details:  take it offline if possible – their contact details shouldn’t be bandied about publicly 
and it helps if the details can be expanded upon without social media character restrictions in an email or phone call.

“Sorry you weren’t happy with the service. We want
everyone to be happy & will do our best to resolve probs. 
Please DM your details & we’ll deal with it straight away”

“We understand your point but we have tight budgets & 
unfortunately have had to make tough decisions.  An explanation

 from our CEO can be found here: www.verysorry.co.uk/sorry”

Publish a web page/blog  with a full explanation. 
If one person thought it, many others might too & 

will be interested in the answer

Make the most of it - this is the holy grail of audience engagement!
 If someone took the time to message you, take advantage of the 
opportunity to chat with them. Politely treat them like a friend.

Say thank you – when someone makes the effort to compliment 
you they deserve a ‘thanks’. 

Give a timeframe for when it’ll be answered.  Stick to it. 
Otherwise they may feel ignored, or think you’re hiding something.

Try to understand. It can be frustrating for people if 
they think they’re dealing with an 

organisation that isn’t fair. Sometimes, they’re stressed, 
worried, or angry for reasons you don’t know about.

Optional

For example

Remember
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